
RETAIL SPECIFICATIONS PRODUCTSPECIFICATIONS

Externaldimensions(WxDxH)

InternaldimensionsMaincompartment 
VolumeRolltopcompartment 
Weight product  
Colour
Materials

Productname  
Productcode  
EANcode  
QTY/CTN
Weighttradeunit

25x15x45
24x10x35
8Liter
1.670 g
Grey/Yellow
EVA 20% | Polyester 78% | PVC 2%

MINI EXPLORER
BACKPACK  TO039
3700693501620
2
3900 g

IMAGING
Small has never been so  
complete.

Like to create content but don’t have a 
full gear set to fill the Explorer 
Backpack? No worries , the Mini 
Explorer Backpack is the backpack you 
need. With enough space to bring 
your drone and camera with spare 
lenses, we are sure you get the best 
content you need. With 80% of the 
size of the Explorer Backpack, this is 
the best fit for a day trip with your 
essentials. The padded space dividers 
and security straps keep all your 
valuable gear in place.

As creators we know as no other that 
some moments come by once in a 
lifetime and we wouldn’t want you to 
miss it. With the quick access on the 
side you grab your camera in no time 
and you are ready to capture all the 
best moments.

MINIEXPLORERBACKPACK

RRP
(AUD)

$229.95
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KEY FEATURES

IMAGING

CARRY-ON proof
This backpack is big enough to hold your  
compact drone, camera, clothes and travel 
essentials, yet small enough to adhere to 
most  airlines’ carry-on luggage 
requirements..*

*always check the specific carry on requirement of your 
airliner

Expandable volume of 8 Liter
The roll top compartment is expandable and holds an extra 10 Liter 
to fit travel essentials, camera gear, food and more.

Clothing pouch included
A removable clothing pouch with a custom fit is included to keep 
your clothes and other travel essentials organised.

Ergonomic back padding
20 mm thick padding with an ergonomic fit, for extra comfort.
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IMAGING

WHATCAN YOU BRINGADDITIONALFEATURES

MINIEXPLORERBACKPACK

DJI Mavic series or similar form factor  
drone, batteries, controller, propellers,  
tripod, action cams, accessories, laptop,  
tablet, travel essentials, clothing,  
personal items and more.

• Padded laptop and tablet pocket.
• Easy-access top sleeve pocket for small 

items.
• Large organiser side pocket for flat items.
• Internal organiser pockets.
• Stretchy front lacing system.
• Modular inside divider set with velcro.
• Tripod straps on the side.

• Gusset pockets on one side.
• Protective soft lining.
• Rain cover included in bottom.
• Quick access to camera.
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